PREDICT, PROTECT, AND
RECOVER REVENUE
ACROSS THE DIGITAL CUSTOMER JOURNEY
HOW A REVENUE RECOVERY STRATEGY CAN STOP ONLINE SELLERS LEAVING MONEY ON THE TABLE
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WHAT IS REVENUE RECOVERY?
Revenue recovery is a strategy to predict and then protect or recover lost or at-risk revenue,
focusing on both abandoned purchase intentions across the buying cycle, and defecting
customers within the lifecycle.
With revenue recovery built into an e-commerce strategy, marketers can glean more revenue from
website visitors and existing customers.
An integrated revenue recovery strategy addresses the three most serious, but preventable, issues
in e-commerce marketing:

POOR
ACQUISITION
RATES

HIGH
ABANDONMENT
RATES

POOR
RETENTION
RATES

98% of visitors never
convert 1

67% of carts are
abandoned 1

70% of first-time buyers
never buy again 1

The first two issues relate to the purchase
cycle; revenue recovery is often associated
with purchase behavior, particularly
abandoned cart recovery. However, the third
issue concerns the customer lifecycle, an area
not often associated with this subject.
With revenue recovery, the idea of retention is
extended beyond just customers, to include:

•

Retention of website visitors

•

Retention of visitors who have placed
items in the cart

The benefits of a retention-focused strategy
are well-proven; just a 5% increase in retention
has been shown to lead to profit growth of
between 25%-95%. With the right approach,
there are huge opportunities to protect and
recover revenue.

“Don’t find customers for
your products; find products
for your customers.”
Seth Godin

1 Retention Science – http://www.retentionscience.com/why-measuring-your-customer-churn-rate-increasesrevenue/#sthash.WtRSkiHL.dpuf
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How To Buy Marketing Technology

THE PROCESS OF REVENUE
RECOVERY CONSTITUTES:
1.

Identifying the precise high-risk points in the
customer’s buying cycle and the customer lifecycle.

2.

Implementing intelligent programs with the right
content to intervene when customers reach these
high-risk points. For example, such a point could be
after a browsing session is abandoned.

3.

Automating those programs across multiple channels
with the most relevant content for the individual
customer.

This whitepaper will explain the emerging practice of
revenue recovery. It reveals how retailers and e-commerce
companies can boost revenue through a revenue recovery
strategy informed by customer behavior. Such a strategy
will nurture customer loyalty and repeat purchase activity
from your most profitable customer segments.

“Today’s
customers
expect a
personalized
approach along
their entire
lifecycle. ”
Todd McElmurray
European e-commerce Marketing
Director, Toys “R” Us
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THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND
REVENUE RECOVERY
A customer intelligence tool should be able to aggregate and analyze
retailers’ Big Data, including behavioral, transactional, lifecycle, and a
plethora of other indicative patterns. The difference between a simple and a
sophisticated revenue recovery strategy is being able to action the real-time
customer data.
Traditional forms of revenue recovery, such as automated abandoned
shopping cart emails, are common practice. Additionally, many companies run
dedicated re-engagement email campaigns to target customers who have
become inactive. This is revenue recovery in its simplest form. However, more
sophisticated revenue recovery strategies require:

•

Customer intelligence tools that collect and visualize rich customer data

•

Predictive analytics that anticipate points in time and behavior where
strategic action would be effective

•

A multi-channel automation tool that implements the campaigns driving
the strategy

In short, you need a view of customer
behavior across multiple channels,
predictive analytics, and automated,
relevant marketing communications.

“Promoting a business in the
digital world has become highly
data-driven. Marketers need to
know who their customers are at
every stage in the lifecycle.”
Alex Smulders, CEO,
Animal Planet Pet Food

THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND REVENUE RECOVERY
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WHY THERE IS A NEED FOR
REVENUE RECOVERY
Attracting new customers has long been seen as the key e-commerce
business objective. In markets where there is steep growth in new customers,
an acquisition-only strategy (even one demanding expensive incentives) can
be very successful.
However, customers buying only once is neither
a sustainable nor profitable long-term business
model. It typically costs seven times more to
acquire a new customer than sell to an existing
one in e-commerce, so a first-time purchase is
rarely profitable.

“Three quarters of customers
never become profitable, and yet
such heavy focus is still placed
on acquisition! It’s enough to
make an economist weep.”
Ohad Hecht, Emarsys

There is an enormous necessity for revenue
recovery strategies to target all types of
website visitor, whether they are visiting for the
first time, returning, or a customer with intent to
purchase.

RECENT RESEARCH3 SUBSTANTIATES THIS:
•

98% of website visitors never buy,
and of those who do, 30% buy only
once

•

It costs seven times more to acquire a
new customer than to retain one

•

Approximately $4 trillion worth of
merchandise will be abandoned in
online shopping carts this year

•

63% of that $4 trillion is potentially
recoverable by online retailers

•

Abandonment and defection behavior
is increasing, and will continue to do
so as more consumers shift to mobile
shopping. Mobile now accounts for
10% of e-commerce website visits,
but conversion rates are less than half
the rate of PC visitors4

2 Kiss Metrics - https://blog.kissmetrics.com/retaining-customers/
3 Business Insider - http://uk.businessinsider.com/heres-how-retailers-can-reduce-shopping-cart-abandonmentand-recoup-billions-of-dollars-in-lost-sales-2014-4
4 Screen Pages - http://www.screenpages.com/about/articles/mobile-research
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THE COMPLEXITY OF THE
CHALLENGE
Marketers must address the issue of lost revenue in a fast-changing, competitive
environment, in which:

1.

The proliferation of marketing channels has added to the complexity of the buying process.
Marketers often say they feel as though the customer journey is spiraling out of their control.

2.

Retailers are flooded with data from a growing number of disparate sources, mostly from new
technologies. They can no longer track the customer along a linear journey, often because
they’re finding it hard to integrate all the data and put it to strategic use.

3.

Competitive choices are increasing, as e-commerce barriers to entry are falling and new
entrants with aggressive acquisition strategies lure away visitors and customers.

By adopting revenue recovery strategies supported by intelligent, innovative, and integrated
technology, smart retailers can thrive in this environment by:

4.

Extending the degree of reach and control they have over the customer journey, despite its
increasing complexity

5.

Providing a better customer experience and more relevant offers to fend off competition

For all of these reasons, revenue recovery should be considered an urgent strategic imperative for
all e-commerce companies and multi-channel retailers.
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RECOVERY PRACTICES
There are several ways to improve the effectiveness of traditional
revenue recovery practices.

ABANDONED CART RECOVERY
The most common revenue recovery practice is an email or ad campaign
showing the customer a product they abandoned. This is a smart and effective
move, but it’s possible to optimize the performance of recovery campaigns
by, for example, adding predictive recommendations. Not only are abandoned
products shown, but also similar products that were bought by customers who
also browsed the abandoned item. This typically results in far higher recovery
rates than standard abandoned cart campaigns, with some e-commerce
businesses experiencing 67% higher click-through rates with emails that
contain such recommendations5.

REACTIVATION OF INACTIVE CUSTOMERS
Using historical patterns of engagement and past purchase cycles, it is
possible to predict when a customer is most likely to move from an inactive
to a defecting stage of the lifecycle. This allows intervention with timely
automated campaigns. Designed to reactivate customers and prevent
defection, these campaigns result in revenue through future purchases.

ABANDONED BROWSE RECOVERY
While most visitors leave e-commerce sites without purchasing, and indeed
show little intent to purchase, their visit indicates they are very likely to be
looking for a product that they think the site offers. With the right data,
businesses can match an abandoning visitor to the right products, both in the
moment on-site, and in follow-up campaigns, and thereby recover revenue.

5 Emarsys - http://www.emarsys.com/en/our-clients/case-studies/square-meal/

RECOVERY PRACTICES
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PREDICTING AND
PROTECTING REVENUE
The recovery practices mentioned above all
rely on the use of customers’ past behavior to
predict and influence future purchase intent
and actions.
Prediction can begin far earlier in the lifecycle
than when revenue is lost. Revenue recovery
strategies offer the opportunity to pre-empt
potential loss and protect revenue throughout
the customer journey, with targeted, relevant,
and timely communication.
By extracting information from historic and
real-time customer data, marketing technology
can predict visitors’ price sensitivity, category
affinity, likelihood of purchase, and time of
purchase, and so ultimately impact revenue.

“Utilizing predictive analytics,
previously hidden patterns in the
data help organizations generate
more in-depth customer segments.
The resulting segmentation
is more precise and nuanced,
and is ultimately based on the
likelihood that a consumer
will accept a given offer.”
Steven J. Ramirez,
Beyond the Arc6

IT’S NOW POSSIBLE TO PREDICT:
•

Purchase patterns

•

Revenue

•

Customer lifetime value

•

Category affinity

•

Product affinity

•

Developing intent to purchase

•

Abandoned browses

•

Device-specific engagement

6 Data informed - http://data-informed.com/use-predictive-analytics-improve-customer-experience/

PREDICTING AND PROTECTING REVENUE
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PURCHASE PATTERNS

CATEGORY AFFINITY

Purchase patterns that can now be predicted
include: when visitors and customers will buy,
what they will buy, and how much they will
spend. Being able to predict purchase patterns
enables marketers to offer the right products
instead of relying on customers and visitors to
find them.

Based on patterns of past behavior, marketing
technology can detect and predict the
category and product for which a particular
customer and segment has an affinity. Often,
customers will buy from certain categories
at certain stages of the customer lifecycle.
Marketers can use this information to influence
purchases. For example, where a category has
a particular correlation with converting firsttime-buyers to active buyers, the marketer
can improve results with campaigns promoting
that category to that segment.

REVENUE
Technology can now project revenue gain
and loss based on the number of customers
in a segment and their average order value.
For example, across the lifecycle, how many
customers are at each stage, how much they
spend, and when they buy. If the projected
revenue from a segment is above or below
projections or targets, the marketing
approach can be changed accordingly.

CUSTOMER LIFETIME VALUE
Marketers can now prioritize specific segments
from which to recover revenue, and choose an
approach appropriate to those segments. This
is because they can now predict the average
lifetime values of different segments based
on when and what a customer will buy. For
example, they may choose to target higher
lifetime value, loyal customers with their least
profitable promotions, and concentrate their
most profitable promotions on prospects and
first-time buyers.
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PRODUCT AFFINITY
By using technology that analyzes additional
purchases made by customers when they
bought a specific product, it is now possible
to offer customers the products that they
are most likely to buy next through predictive
recommendations. These can be shown at
the cart stage, in follow-up emails, and on the
customer’s next visit.

DEVELOPING INTENT TO
PURCHASE
Certain browsing behaviors indicate more
intent to purchase than others. Marketers can
identify the level of intent and use predictive
recommendations to reduce the number
of clicks to the intended product. Such an
approach reduces the opportunities for the
customer to bounce. This way, conversion, and
therefore revenue, is protected.

ABANDONED BROWSES
It is also possible to recognize and respond
to negative engagement behavior while a
customer is browsing. At this stage, it is vital
to capture a customer’s email address before
they leave, to enable remarketing. Technology
can anticipate the perfect time to present a
data capture form. By appending a history of
previous interactions to that email address,
such as browse behavior and category affinity,
a data set of relevant products has already
been created that can be utilized in future reengagement campaigns.

DEVICE-SPECIFIC
ENGAGEMENT
Customers carry out different tasks on different
technologies. Browsing and researching
products often takes place on mobile phones,
while the actual purchase is done later with
a PC, laptop, or tablet. Therefore, marketers
should treat them differently when recovering
or protecting revenue.

“ Predictive
marketing allows
you to project the
revenue you’ll
generate if you
change nothing. In
my experience,
showing this to
retailers gives them
the business case,
drive, and direction
needed to change
their strategy. ”
Omer Sharon, VP Product, Emarsys
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THE IMPORTANCE OF MULTICHANNEL DELIVERY IN REVENUE
RECOVERY CAMPAIGNS
It is inevitable, customers will interact with your brand across multiple devices and
channels, so revenue recovery campaigns must reach your customers wherever they
are.
Only 4% of retailers rate their online customer experience as excellent7, , and we have already seen
how up to 24% of revenue can be lost as a direct result of poor customer experience. There is a
massive gap between how the customer expects to be treated and the reality of their experiences.
Implementing your revenue recovery strategy across multiple channels will lead to even greater
results:

EMAIL CAMPAIGNS

SOCIAL ADS

SMS MESSAGES

A second email after an abandoned
cart generates a 50% increase in
recovery, in contrast to the first
email after an abandoned cart8.

Reaching customers through social
ads, in conjunction with email, leads
to a 22% increase in the likelihood of
a purchase9.

Conversion rates have reached 23%
for retailers who use SMS messaging
with a time-specific redemption offer
and a strong call to action10.

IN-APP PUSH
MESSAGES

ON-SITE
PERSONALIZATION

DISPLAY ADS

54% of consumers who open a push
notification convert from a targeted
push campaign, compared to 15% for
broadcast messages11.

Personalized views on-site can
increase conversion rates by 20%12.

7 Econsultancy - https://econsultancy.com/
press-releases/5636-uk-companieslosing-equivalent-of-14bn-a-year-due-topoor-online-customer-experiences
8 Experian - http://www.experian.com/
assets/marketing-services/reports/ccmabandoned-cart-ebook.pdf

9 Salesforce - http://www.exacttarget.com/
blog/active-audiences-research/
10 Mshopper - http://mshopper.com/theeffectiveness-of-sms-marketing-the-proofis-in-the-data/
11 Localytics - http://info.localytics.com/
blog/52-percent-of-users-enable-pushmessaging

Website visitors who are retargeted
with display ads are 70% more likely
to complete their purchase13.

12 Emarsys - http://www.emarsys.com/en/
our- clients/case-studies/lesara/
13 Criterio - http://www.criteo.com/
media/1065/cs_consumer_electronics.pdf

THE IMPORTANCE OF MULTI-CHANNEL DELIVERY IN REVENUE RECOVERY CAMPAIGNS
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CUSTOMER DATA INTEGRATION
Most marketing technologies limit the
collection of customer intelligence to after a
customer has signed up. But things have moved
on, and new marketing technology can append
a customer’s entire history to their record
after registration, aggregating information
from all the devices and channels they’ve used
when interacting with a business. This unified

customer profile enables businesses to reach
more customers with personalized content
informed by their behavior. As a result, revenue
is more likely to be recovered and generated as
the personalization is more accurate.

CHANNEL INTEGRATION
Revenue recovery relies on the smooth
integration of all marketing channels within
the automation platform. This ensures that
an abandoned purchase on one channel can be
recuperated on the next channels the customer
uses..

For example, if your best customer stops
visiting your website, and doesn’t engage with
your emails, maybe social ads or SMS are your
only chance of re-engaging them and regaining
their loyalty.

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION
Retailers have fallen into the trap of patching
together multiple technologies to address
weak points in the customer journey. The
result is disparate technologies that are seen
as bugs by customers, encouraging, not
preventing, abandonment. The challenge

facing marketers is to have the ability to
capture and collate behavioral data across
multiple devices and channels. Only by having
automation technologies integrated with
customer intelligence is an enriched level of
personalization possible.

THE IMPORTANCE OF INTEGRATION IN REVENUE RECOVERY
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THE IMPORTANCE OF REALTIME COMMUNICATION IN
REVENUE RECOVERY
Customers abandon purchases for many reasons, but the most
popular reasons fall into two categories: pricing and timing.
In both cases, a well-timed response is critical. In the hours immediately
following an abandoned session, where there was clear intent, the visitor is to
some degree still emotionally engaged with the purchase. The trick is to reach
them before that engagement tails off. If your technology is limited to, for
example, one API call every 24hrs, you will have missed the boat.
There is a clear need for real-time data and automation, but all revenue
recovery strategies work better when the marketer has the ability to choose
(and ideally, test) the right timing. If your technology is limited to one sync a
day, you will fail to reach customers before they buy from a competitor, and
thus fail to recover that revenue.

THE IMPORTANCE OF REAL-TIME COMMUNICATION IN REVENUE RECOVERY
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WEAK LINKS DAMAGE
MARKETING ROI.
ELIMINATE THEM WITH
REVENUE RECOVERY.
The foresight and insight that
revenue recovery delivers give
more control to the marketer
and inform smarter marketing
decisions.
A successful revenue recovery
strategy will deliver outstanding
return on investment, making a
strong case for additional investment
in the customer experience.
Often it can eliminate the need
for more costly compensations
elsewhere; for example, reducing cart
abandonment can reduce the need
for discounts in recovery campaigns.

Revenue recovery addresses the
critical issues in e-commerce of
poor conversion and a lack of repeat
purchases, and arms your business
for the experience-driven online
shopping of the future.
To achieve all this efficiently, revenue
recovery must be automated from a
seamless, integrated platform.
For multi-channel retailers and
e-commerce companies in particular,
it is urgent and critical to have a
revenue recovery strategy in place
before your competitors do.

WEAK LINKS DAMAGE MARKETING ROI
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FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
REVENUE RECOVERY
We’d be delighted to discuss how a revenue recovery
strategy could enhance your marketing ROI. We have
the right technology and expertise to help you transform
your digital customer journey today - get in touch.
Request a demo from Emarsys today – we’ll show you all you need to get started with a revenue
recovery strategy.

CONTACT US TODAY ON:
Phone: +1 844-693-6277 |
Or via Email: us@emarsys.com
@ Emarsys
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ABOUT EMARSYS

Emarsys is a leading, global provider of cloud
marketing software. Our B2C Marketing Platform
addresses marketers’ needs for one complete
and integrated solution – it combines prediction,
personalization and omnichannel automation
to deliver great customer engagement, fast.
Founded in 2000, we’re one of the fastest growing and most innovative
companies in the industry. With more than 500 employees in 16 global office
locations, Emarsys serves more than 1,500 clients in 140 countries. Every
month, Emarsys segments and analyzes more than one billion customer profiles
and creates over 250,000 personalized campaigns, helping customers increase
revenues and ROI.

ABOUT EMARSYS
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